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How do I programmatically increase the font size of an Android EditText? When I create an EditText, I can increase the font

size using this line: editText.setTextSize(dpi_x * (float) 10); but how can I increase it programmatically? It's my understanding
that the font size is always set on the EditText when it's created, so this line seems to have no effect. A: This will increase the
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size of the text in pixels editText.setTextSize(TypedValue.COMPLEX_UNIT_PX, 10); What does the nursing literature tell us
about stress in the workplace? This article presents a general review of the literature on work-related stress in nursing and

discusses how the findings relate to the practice of nursing. Evidence is reviewed which highlights the stressors and
consequences of stress for the individual, the organization, and the client. The article focuses on the problems that the nursing

profession has in coping with stress and uses this to explain why the profession needs to attend to the problem. The relevance of
the nursing literature to the daily practice of nurses is discussed.Q: Database not created in mongoose var mongoose =

require('mongoose'); var Schema = mongoose.Schema; var ObjectId = Schema.ObjectId; var ProductSchema = new Schema({
productName: String, category: String, price: String, description: String, createdAt: Date, updatedAt: Date });

mongoose.model('Product', ProductSchema); The Schema is to be created but the database is not created and I do not know
why. I have tried mongodb --help It depends on the version 82157476af
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